NOTICE INVITING QUOTATION FOR PURCHASE OF BATTERY 100 AH 12 VOLT EXIDE AND AMC PACK FOR SRC6000UXI APC

Ref No. WBERC/C-4/16/2303

Dated, Kolkata, the 27th February 2017

Sealed quotations for procurement of 16 pcs Battery 100AH 12 VOLT Exide, and AMC Pack for SRC6000UXI APC UPS Unit are invited from Authorized Dealers of Exide. Eligible and interested dealers are requested to submit their competitive quotation for the same as per following terms and conditions:

1. Quotation for Battery and AMC pack mentioning rates for Comprehensive & Non-Comprehensive AMC should be mentioned separately in different envelopes superscripting “Quotations for Battery Bank & for “AMC UPS” indicating taxes as applicable. In case of Comprehensive AMC, the onus of coverage for replacement of spares besides service will lie on vendor.

2. Time schedule of delivery, acceptance test, installation is to be provided and strictly adhered to.

3. Price should be firm and exclusive of all taxes, duties and levies which will be paid extra as per rules.

4. Delivery of the Items with all accessories are to be made and installed at the Office of the Commission in the above address without any additional cost.

5. No advance payment will be made by the Commission. Payment will be made within 15 days after effective delivery & successful installation of the Battery. For AMC, payment will be made on quarterly basis on satisfactory completion of work.

6. The original tax invoice must include PAN & VAT Registration Number and Service Tax Registration Number.

7. Bank particulars are required to be submitted along with bills for making payment through NEFT/RTGS.

8. Validity period of the offer should be allowed at least 3 months.

9. Quotation should be submitted by 10.03.2017 (03.00 PM) in sealed envelope superscripting “Supply of Battery” and “AMC Pack for SRC000UXI APC” on it at the following address, West Bengal Electricity Regulatory Commission, FD-415A, Poura Bhawan, 3rd Floor, Sector-III, Bidhannagar, Kolkata-700106 and will be opened at 3.30 PM of the same date.

10. West Bengal Electricity Regulatory Commission reserves all the rights to accept or reject any or the entire tender without assigning any reason whatsoever. West Bengal Electricity Regulatory Commission may not accept the lowest or any offer and is not bound to assign reasons whatsoever.

For and on behalf of Secretary, WBERC

(TK Mukherjee)
Dy. Director (Administration)